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Programme
overview
The Postgraduate Diploma
in Sustainable Development
is offered by the Centre for
Sustainability Transitions at
Stellenbosch University. It is
an honours-level qualification
comprised of 8 modules that
can be completed over 1 or 2
years. The programme offers
transdisciplinary training in the
fields of social-ecological systems
and sustainability transitions.
In-person learning takes place at
the Sustainability Institute practice
hub in the Lynedoch Ecovillage in
Stellenbosch for the block contact
period for all modules.
All academic staff involved in
the programme are appointed
by Stellenbosch University.
The CST’s teaching and learning
team includes researchers with
extensive experience and research
impact which informs the content
of the academic programme.

Institutional setting within the
Centre for Sustainability Transitions
The Postgraduate Diploma (PGDip) in Sustainable Development is offered
by the Centre for Sustainability Transitions (CST), which is a research centre
located within the Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences at
Stellenbosch University.

The CST is a flagship research and teaching initiative at Stellenbosch University
that brings together research on transdisciplinarity, complexity theory,
sustainability, and social-ecological resilience to inform pressing national,
continental, and global sustainability and development challenges. The CST
hosts leading scientists and students from diverse disciplinary backgrounds,
and fosters collaborations with a variety of departments across the university,
nationally and globally, providing a vibrant hub for solution-oriented,
transdisciplinary sustainability science.
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The primary objective of the CST is to coproduce transformational knowledge on the
dynamics of multi-scale social-ecological change
in partnership with key stakeholders, and thereby
provide strategic insights into the new modes of
research and governance that can bring about a
just transition to a more equitable and sustainable
society, both in southern Africa and globally.
The teaching and learning within the postgraduate
programmes is a critical component of the CST’s
approach to co-producing transformational knowledge
to support sustainability transitions. As the various global
social-ecological crises deepen, a new generation is
rising into leadership positions in the public, private, and
non-profit sectors that are required to possess a broad
transdisciplinary understanding of the various dimensions
of these challenges and related solutions.
The Postgraduate Diploma in Sustainable Development
is the foundation of the CST’s postgraduate training
offering, which comprises the PGDip (NQF level 8), MPhil
(NQF level 9) and PhD (NQF level 10) in Sustainable
Development. The PGDip provides the entry point into this
wider research and postgraduate training environment.
Students who graduate from the PGDip and are eager to
continue their academic research training can apply for
the MPhil programme, and thereafter the PhD programme.

Equipping participants with
knowledge, skills, and values
to effect sustainable change in
an increasingly complex and
uncertain world.

Participants in the PGDip complete 8 modules, over either
one or two years, and attend the 5.5. day block contact
period for each module in-person at the Sustainability
Institute practice hub situated in the Lynedoch Ecovillage
in Stellenbosch, South Africa.
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Introduction to the Postgraduate Diploma
in Sustainable Development
The PGDip gives participants the tools to understand and
analyse the global and local challenges facing our world.
The learning offers ways to navigate complex concepts
that are interconnected across a range of issues from food
to energy, cities, and governance. While grappling within
the problem space is critical, the focus is on solutions and
avenues for transformative change.

opportunity for personal and professional development that
creates the openings for the kind of internal and societal
transformation that is needed to realise a more sustainable
and equitable world.
The PGDip has at the heart of it a deep appreciation for
flourishing human-nature relationships, even while it is not an
environmental programme. There is no traction for sustainability
without this connection to nature, but we also know that green
solutions are not the fullest answer. Institutions, innovative
finance, and social movements all have a role to play in how we
understand and approach the polycrisis.

Students gain perspective on how transitions, transformations,
and alternative paradigms create momentum for promising
change. While there are no neat or complete answers, this
programme describes vital initiatives that are underway, reshaping how we think about nature, cities, the state, politics,
communities, corporations, and the economic system. There
is a desire to interrogate the structures of power and ignite a
sense of considered agency – to apply our hearts and minds to
what is possible and doable guided by principles of complexity,
relational ethics, and sustainability. This focus on agency helps
students and staff find ways forward, cultivating the capability
to respond to increasingly uncertain and troubling times.

Students get the chance to engage in relevant, up to date
literature, classroom discussions, and group work that
bring together the diverse threads of academic discourse,
practice, and ways of being across the thematic concerns
of the programme. We use collaborative methods to trace
these ideas back to the ways they create and recreate the
world we want.
The programme does this by cultivating a range of teaching,
learning, and assessment approaches based on a rigo
rous academic foundation and complemented by reflective
practice, creative expression, and group work. This all takes
place in a unique context, the Sustainability Institute practice
hub in the Lynedoch Ecovillage outside Stellenbosch. The
academic programme is embedded in a living and learning
community where students’ learning is connected to live
experiments for more just and flourishing living and working.

The programme does not presume to deliver answers and
cultivate explicit skills, rather it aims to inspire the vision
and prepare the ground for the kind of people that we
need to be for a radically different and flourishing world.
While there is some exposure to the practical experiments
in sustainability, the programme is not oriented to people
wanting to become sustainability practitioners or sector
specialists. Instead, the programme is pitched as an
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Programme structure: Postgraduate Diploma in
Sustainable Development (NQF level 8)
Overview

Intake

One intake in January of each year

This qualification is an excellent
choice for participants interested
in a diversity of perspectives on
how to bring about transformations
to just, equitable and sustainable
futures. The PGDip is a rigorous
academic degree that allows for
a diversity of modes of learning,
opportunities for practical
experience, and group work
collaboration.

Duration

1 year full-time: Students complete all 8 modules within 1 year

On completion of the required
compulsory and elective
modules, participants will exit the
programme with an honours-level
qualification (NQF level 8).

Format

Or
2 years part-time: Students complete 8 modules over 2 years (e.g. 4 modules in the first
year of registration and 4 modules in the second year of registration)
Venue

In-person classes are presented at the Sustainability Institute practice hub in the
Lynedoch EcoVillage in Stellenbosch

Accreditation

120 credits honours-level qualification (NQF level 8)

Modules

A compulsory Orientation, compulsory Foundation Module (Sustainable Development I)
and 7 electives (selected from the available elective modules)
The programme is offered in a hybrid format which entails a combination of in-person
learning during block contact periods of 5.5 days (Monday to Saturday morning),
supported by synchronous and asynchronous learning activities on virtual platforms in
between block contact periods. Distance learning, or fully online learning, is not an option.

Attendance

Attendance for the full duration of the block contact period of the module is
compulsory. If students miss more than half a day of a module, they will be required to
discontinue the module.

Language of

Tuitions, discussions, presentations, and assessments are all conducted in English.

instruction
Next steps

PGDip graduates will qualify to apply for the MPhil (Sustainable Development)
programme if they obtain an overall average of at least 65%.

Application

31 August of the year before your intended studies

closing date
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Admission requirements and selection process
Admission requirements
OPTION 1
Any bachelor’s or BTech degree or a relevant fouryear diploma with a 60% pass mark in one of the
following major subjects.

OPTION 2
Any tertiary three-year programme of formal
studies and five years’ working experience. Your
qualifications and experience must comply with
the recognition of prior learning (RPL) regulations
of the University, the Faculty, and the Centre for
Sustainability Transitions respectively (for more on
RPL and links to the regulations, see the chapter
“General Information” in the EMS Calendar).

Relevant major subjects: Town and Regional Planning,
Housing, Geography and Environmental Studies,
Social Sciences, Psychology, Economics, Public and
Development Management, Geology, Botany, Zoology,
Forestry, Ecology/Nature Conservation, Mathematics,
Statistics, Agricultural Economics, Transport Economics,
Civil/Structural/ Mechanical/Electrical Engineering,
Architecture, Land Surveying, or any other major
discipline approved by the Programme Committee.

Selection process
The number of students selected will be influenced by, among
other things, staff capacity, availability of the CST’s resources,
as well as academic merit and University transformation
objectives.
Applicants are evaluated according to the following criteria to
finalise the selection list:

•

Academic excellence: consistent academic performance
over and above 60%.

•

Work and/or social development experience: relevant
and related work and/or social development experience
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

•

A well-written motivation letter that demonstrates clarity of
thinking and logical expression in the written form, as well
as proficiency in terms of language, grammar, presentation,
and formatting.

•

A motivation letter and curriculum vitae that demonstrate a
commitment to professional development within the broad
field of sustainable development.

The overall composition of the cohort is then considered to
reflect a mix of disciplines and work/social development
experience.
The programme accepts approximately 60 students per year.
On average, modules have 30 participants, but this may expand
to as many as 55 participants for certain modules.
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Structure of the Curriculum
The Postgraduate Diploma in Sustainable Development comprises 120 credits.
These credits are achieved through 8 taught modules worth 15 credits each.
All students are required to attend a compulsory Orientation programme and
the Sustainable Development 1 module. Students can then select an additional
7 elective modules from the range of elective modules on offer, according to their
interests and schedule. This means that students can design their participation
to suit their circumstances, either over 1 year as a full-time participant, or over
2 years as a part-time participant.
As a full-time student, participants can complete the entire course work
programme by attending the compulsory Orientation, Sustainable Development
1 and all 7 elective modules in one year. Alternatively, the programme can be
completed over a maximum of two years and part-time students can complete
the compulsory module and 3 elective modules in the first year, and the
4 remaining elective modules in the second year. It is also possible to complete
5 modules in first year and 3 modules in the second year of registration.
Completing the PGDip over 3 years is only permitted under exceptional
circumstances.
As far as sequencing is concerned, the only course requirement is that all
students must complete the compulsory Foundation Module (Sustainable
Development I) before they can enrol for any other elective module. This allows
for maximum possible flexibility for course participants.
Students must pass the compulsory foundation module, Sustainable
Development 1, and at least one other elective module in the first year of study
to be allowed to continue into a second year of study.
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Compulsory and elective modules
PGDip students can select modules from a range of electives on offer in that
particular academic year. Elective modules may differ from year to year. There
are a range of topics covered in the elective modules and a final list of elective
modules on offer is available on the CST website for the following academic year.

Herewith a list of compulsory and elective modules offered:
1. Sustainable Development (Compulsory)
2. Complexity Theory and Systems Thinking
3. Renewable Energy Policy
4. Corporate Governance and Sustainable Enterprise
5. Globalisation, Governance and Development
6. Sustainable Economic Policy Options
7. Food System Transitions
8. Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
9. Sustainable Cities
10. Leading Transitions and Socio-Ecological Ethics
11. Capita Selecta (Indigenous Knowledges and Sustainable Development)
12. Transdisciplinary Design for Transformations
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Time commitment and attendance
The PGDip is a substantial commitment in terms of the time involved to prepare
for and attend the block contact period of the module. Each module is worth 15
credits which translates into 150 hours of teaching, learning, and assessment.
This is roughly spread across 50 hours of preparation ahead of the block contact
period for the module, 50 hours of synchronous class time during the bock
contact period, and then 50 hours for the writing of assessments.
As far as possible, the block contact period for each module will be delivered at
fixed times and these dates will be confirmed at the start of the academic year.
Attendance is compulsory and students must participate in all learning activities
that take place at the Sustainability Institute practice hub during the module
block contact period. Students who miss more than half a day of a module’s block
contact period will be required to discontinue the module.
The block contact period takes place between Monday and Saturday morning.
During the week, the programme runs each day between 08:15 and 17:00 from
Monday to Friday, and then group work presentations take place on Saturday
morning between 09:00 and 13:30.
In between modules, students are free to return to their place of work, i.e., leave
the venue at the Sustainability Institute, and return for the next module for which
they are registered.
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Teaching, learning, and assessment approach
The programme makes use of interactive and collaborative teaching and learning
methods. The techniques include a combination of formal lecturing, facilitated
discussions, case study explorations, and structured group work projects. Online
learning platforms support engagement between the block contact period and
allow students to participate in asynchronous activities.
The teaching and learning approach in the programme enables participants
to learn from each other and establish strong working relationships. Facilitated
discussions and case study learning are included as a complement to formal
lecture sessions. In addition, the programme incorporates a variety of creative,
reflective, and place-based learning methods that are made possible by the
unique venue for the programme at the Sustainability Institute practice hub.

This innovative combination of approaches ensures that participants
complement reading and listening with active, embodied, and
experiential learning that builds the capacity for sound judgement
and practical wisdom. The shared experiences of practical working
and learning within the Sustainability Institute practice hub feed
directly into the overall experience during the block sessions.
Between the contact period for the modules, course participants who return to
their places of work will need to work largely on their own and connect to others
via Stellenbosch University’s online learning platforms (SUNLearn and MS Teams)
or else via email and / or social media. Approximately 100 hours of self-managed
work time will be needed between blocks for reading and writing up of the
assignments required for each module.
This structured study programme consists of separate modules. The programme
does not make use of traditional examinations. The evaluation approach is based
on a combination of group and individual assessments, tailored to the content
and approach of the respective module. In all modules, students are required to
complete a preparatory assignment, individual assignment, group work project
and reflective learning journal.
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Location at the Sustainability
Institute practice hub
The venue for the Programme is the Sustainability Institute (SI), off the R310
Baden Powell Drive, Lynedoch, Stellenbosch. In-person learning takes place at
this practice hub.
The Sustainability Institute, located within the Lynedoch EcoVillage, experiments
with different ways of being, working, and learning, offering an opportunity for
contextual and place-based learning. In the programme, students are invited to
explore the various spaces, programmes, and practices of the SI. Embedding the
academic programme within this practice hub creates opportunities for practical
engagement with sustainability experiments and pathways towards just and
sustainable African futures.
More information about the Sustainability Institute can be found here.
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Fees 2022
Deposit

International fees

If you have been conditionally admitted to the
programme, kindly pay a non-refundable deposit of
R2 000 by 6 December 2022 to secure your place. This
amount will be deducted from your registration fees.

All international students pay additional fees. Please refer
to www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies for more information.
International students are required to make a minimum
compulsory initial payment towards the tuition fees,
international registration fee (IRF), academic services fee,
residence fees (where applicable) and meal quota (where
applicable), prior to or upon registration. The International
Tuition fee (ITF) (where applicable) is payable in full
before registration.

Registration fees
The registration fee for 2023 is R10 093. The balance of
this amount (less the R2000 deposit) is payable before
registration. This is the first instalment on tuition fees.

The University, as represented by the duly authorised
decision-making body, reserves the right to amend all
fees payable to the University. As a result, the abovequoted fees may change by the time that registration
takes place in January. The Centre for Sustainability
Transitions and the staff associated with the management
of this programme cannot be held accountable if, for any
reason, the above quoted fees are changed by a duly
authorised University decision-making body.

Course fees
R6 926 per module*
To calculate course fees for the year, multiply the number
of modules for which you plan to register in a particular
year by the module fee above. You can also generate a
provisional quotation of fees at www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies.
Students will be charged for modules that they
repeat; additional modules over and above the 8 core
modules; and any additional fees that their electives
may entail.

* These course fees are provisional amounts for budgeting purposes only and are not binding on Stellenbosch University or any of its employees or representatives.
Accommodation and meals are not included in the course fees. All prescribed learning materials are included. Fees for 2023 will be finalised in November 2022.
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How to Apply
Please find information on the application process on the CST website: http://www0.sun.ac.za/cst/study/teaching-hub/

Career prospects
Sustainable development is not a specific
discipline that prepares students for
specific jobs. The approach to sustainable
development offered within the PGDip
programme cultivates a way of seeing the
world that prepares graduates to engage
in complex challenges and co-produce
solutions that support just and sustainable
futures. This orientation and the skills, values,
and knowledge that comes with it, is relevant,
and indeed urgently required to transform
the way businesses, governments, and
civil society organisations operate. Having
the skills to grapple with complex socialecological systems challenges positions
students well for the world of work and the
call to action across all sectors of society to
be part of positive change for an equitable
and sustainable future.
There are several possible career and
personal development pathways following the
PGDip in Sustainable Development. To date,
graduates have secured opportunities that
span many sectors, such as:

•

Government: national, provincial, and local government (planning,
local economic development, housing, environment)

•

Corporate (consulting, organisation development, strategy
development, corporate social responsibility, environmental, social,
and governance reporting)

•

Academia and research (universities, specialist research agencies,
NGOs)

•

Commercial or social entrepreneurship (agriculture, food, social
development, education, housing, and renewable energy)

•

International agencies (UN, NGOs, foundations)

•

Tourism

•

Architecture and urban development

•

Media and journalism

•

Banking and finance (commercial banks, development financing
institutions, auditing firms)

•

Environmental Law

•

Extractive industries and mining

•

Non-profit organisations, civil society, and social movements
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Frequently asked questions
I heard about the programme from a friend who visited the
Sustainability Institute. How are Stellenbosch University
and the Sustainability Institute connected?
The programme is offered by the Centre for Sustainability
Transitions (CST) of Stellenbosch University on the premises
of the the Sustainability Institute. Stellenbosch University
is responsible for all aspects of designing, delivering,
and administering the PGDip, and participants are fully
registered Stellenbosch University students of CST. CST is
a Centre within the Faculty of Economic and Management
Sciences of Stellenbosch University. Students graduate from
Stellenbosch University but attend in-person classes on the
premises of the Sustainability Institute (SI) practice hub.

When does the course start?
The intake commences in January of each year.
When do applications open?
Applications for the programme open in April preceding the
year during which participants wish to study and are
completed online at www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies
When do applications close?
Applications close on 31 August.
What qualifications/background do I need to enrol in the
PGDip Sustainable Development programme? How do I
gain admission into this programme?
Applicants need a 3-year Bachelor’s degree, or a relevant
4-year Diploma, with a 60% pass rate in a major subject,
for provisional admission to the PGDip (Sustainable
Development) programme. During selection, an applicant’s
academic history, relevant working experience, and
motivation (applicants submit a 1000-word essay with
their departmental application) are considered. The
CST Admissions Committee compares applications and
selects the strongest applicants for the spaces available –
i.e. applications are not only assessed individually, but also
within the application pool as there are a limited number of
places available.

The SI is an independent organisation, separate from
Stellenbosch University. The SI is a non-profit trust that
works in transformative education for just and generative
futures. The SI and the wider Lynedoch Ecovillage provide
a vibrant context for the programme to take place. During
their studies, participants will encounter youth and learners
enrolled in the pre-primary and primary school, have
opportunities to engage with youth from the local valley
active in the Youth Programme, and cross paths with many
other learners enrolled in a variety of learning programmes
on site at the SI. Besides all the academic and support
staff of SU, participants will also get to know the SI and its
staff very well through daily interactions and moments of
community building. During the programme, students will
discover how the SI practises sustainability in its everyday
operations, as a demonstration of the linkages between
theory and practice.
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How are classes scheduled?
The PGDip in Sustainable Development is a block-modular
course. Students attend classes during the block contact
period allocated for each of their registered modules (refer
to the dates list published on the CST website) and are
not required to be on campus during the time between
their modules.

I am in my final year of undergraduate studies and have
not yet graduated. Can I apply for the PGDip (Sustainable
Development) programme?
Yes, students in their final year of undergraduate studies can
apply. If their application is successful, applicants will have
to provide their graduation certificate to be registered for the
PGDip programme.

Are the same modules offered every year?
Elective modules may differ from year to year, however, the
programme is built around a core offering of compulsory and
elective modules.

How does registration work for international students?
International students can only be registered if they have
a valid passport, study permit, and medical insurance
and have made upfront payment of some of the required
fees. Please consult the web pages of Stellenbosch
University’s Postgraduate Office and International Office for
all requirements.

Are there funding/bursary opportunities available?
Information on funding opportunities is available on the
Postgraduate Office web page at www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies.

Is it possible to take some of the year courses as short
courses before registration in order to accumulate credits
ahead of the start of the programme?
Unfortunately, students will not be allowed to accumulate
credits before being officially registered for the programme.

I am an international student. Do I pay application fees?
No, international students do not pay application fees.
My qualifications were obtained at a foreign (outside South
Africa) university. Do they meet the admission requirements
for the PGDip (Sustainable Development) programme?
Foreign qualifications are evaluated by the University’s
Postgraduate Office after completion of an online
application. We cannot advise on the status of your
qualifications prior to your application.

When does Recognition of Prior Learning apply? I have a
3-year Diploma? Would I still qualify?
RPL is applicable if applicants do not have a 3-year bachelor
or a 4-year diploma qualification. If such an applicant
is provisionally admitted to the PGDip Programme in
Sustainable Development, they will be registered as a
Special Student in the EMS Faculty and be required to
complete three out of the range of elective modules from
the PGDip in Sustainable Development curriculum with a
total average mark of 65%. They will also be expected to
attend Orientation and Sustainable Development 1 and
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various non-credit bearing learning activities at the start
of their first semester as a Special Student. Credits for
the 3 modules in a successful RPL application may not
be transferred to the PGDip Programme in Sustainable
Development i.e., a successful candidate will be required to
register for a further 8 modules towards a PGDip (Sustainable
Development) qualification. The RPL process is costly and
time-consuming and there is no guarantee of success. It is
recommended that applicants discuss possibilities with the
Programme Administrator.

With COVID-19, is there an option to do the
modules remotely?
Depending on the COVID-19 restrictions, we will follow a
differentiated approach in which there will be a mixture of
face-to-face tuition, online, and hybrid learning components.
This will be communicated before each module, however
distance learning is not an option that students may elect.
I work full-time. How will I manage PGDip (Sustainable
Development) studies?
Working students are encouraged to do the PGDip
(Sustainable Development) part-time, i.e., over two years.
Orientation and Sustainable Development I must be
attended in the first year of study; but the remaining 7
modules are chosen according to personal interest and
family/work commitments. Students must pass at least 2
modules in their first year of study to be allowed to continue
into a second year, including the compulsory module,
Sustainable Development 1.

What is the minimum pass rate?
To pass a module, an average final mark of 50% is required
for the module, plus a 50% pass mark for the Individual
Assignment that needs to be submitted for each module.
All modules require a final mark of 50% to pass the
PGDip course.
Is the PGDip (Sustainable Development) programme
offered as distance learning?
The Programme is offered in a hybrid format which entails
a combination of in-person and online learning platforms.
Distance learning is not an option.

How much time am I expected to spend on my studies?
A module is 6 days long – is that all that is required of me?
Each module will require approximately 150 hours of time,
where 50 hours is contact/class time, 50 hours is reading
time and 50 hours will be spent on completing assessments
for each module (to be submitted 6 weeks after the module
has taken place).

I do not live near Cape Town. Will I be able to
do the Postgraduate Diploma Programme in
Sustainable Development?
Yes, it is possible for students outside Cape Town to
participate in the Programme. Because of its block-modular
structure, students are required to be on campus only
during the time period allocated for each of their modules,
whereafter they return to their home and place of work.
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Is there accommodation on offer? Where do I stay?
Some of the younger students in the programme stay in
Stellenbosch University’s residences, most stay in private
accommodation. Students flying in for their modules stay with
family or friends or in tourist accommodation. The Lynedoch
Ecovillage does not offer formal student accommodation,
but there are AirBnB stays available in the Eco-Village and
tourist accommodation on many of the surrounding farms.
Regrettably, the programme administrators do not have the
capacity to assist students with finding accommodation.
The prospectus reflects the current year’s fees. What will
the fees be for next year?
Fees for next year will be confirmed in November.
A provisional quotation of fees can be generated at
www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies.
I am an international student. What documents will
Stellenbosch University require from me when I apply?
Information and guidance for all prospective
applicants is available at www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies
and www.sun.ac.za/international.
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General information
Payment options
Refer to the information at www.maties.com.
Bursaries and scholarships
Information on financial aid can be found at the following links:
www.sun.ac.za/calendar
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/pgstudies/Pages/Funding.aspx

International students
Information on visas, fees, language requirements and long-term
accommodation can be found on the website of the International Office:
www.sun.ac.za/international

Accommodation
Students are responsible for their own accommodation arrangements.
Students typically find university or private rented accommodation in
Stellenbosch or surrounds. Follow this link to find learn more
https://www0.sun.ac.za/international/about/accommodation-in-stellenbosch.html

ENQUIRIES
About the online university
application
University Call Centre
T +27 21 808 9111
E info@sun.ac.za
About funding, visas, language
proficiency, etc.

Transport

Postgraduate Studies:
www.sun.ac.za/pgstudies

Students are responsible for their own transport arrangements. Most travel by car
and often arrange lift shares amongst themselves on the first day of a module.

SU International:
www.sun.ac.za/international
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